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A comprehensive menu of Bills from Kamakura covering all 16 menus and drinks can be found here on the card.
For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What WanChi Y likes about Bills:
views 10/10 Do order the pancakes as well its really good but do not recommend the french toast! Highly
recommend to wait for an outdoor seating as the view is extremely amazing when the clouds clear would

definitely come here again. One star taken away cause of the french toast read more. What Thai J doesn't like
about Bills:

I give 2 stars because 1. They let customers wait outside in the strong wind... headache 2. Overpriced 3. Not that
delicious as expected 4. Burger is small....and expensive... read more. The fresh and fine juices on the drinks

menu perfectly complement the meals of the establishment, here they serve a comprehensive brunch for
breakfast. If you have not much hunger, you can treat yourself to one of the fine sandwiches, a healthy salad or

another snack, Of course, you also have to try the tasty burgers, that come with sides like fries, salads, or
wedges offered.
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Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Toas�
FRENCH TOAST

Sandwiche�
CHICKEN SANDWICH

Ric�
SPICY CHICKEN

Ensalada�
QUINOA SALAD

Chicke� &amp;amp; Wrap�
SPICY CHICKEN SANDWICH

Restauran� Categor�
FRENCH

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

CHICKEN

BANANA

QUINOA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

SALAD

BURGER

PANINI
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Monday 07:00-17:00
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Wednesday 07:00-21:00
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